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Preface 

Motivations and justifications 

This study was conceived from an anthropological interest in contemporary Iranian 
society and culture and a sympathy for Sufism, be it undefined and mediated through 
literature. I have remained a non-convert, however, which explains a distant 
perspective, seeking to identify and chart long-term social and cultural change. 
Readers caring for the unbridled Sufi perspective are advised to consult Persian 
sources in the bibliography, or the ever-expanding Western forest of esoterica. 

Sufis and sympathisers as well as enemies and opponents often conceive of 
Sufism as a unitary social phenomenon. Thus, the SafTalïsahï and SoltancalIsahI-
NecmatollahI orders have reckoned one fourteenth-century founder. But nineteenth-
century Sufis caused their division, and social autonomy for both. For this reason, 
there is no mention in this study of 'branches', but of different Ne'matollahl "orders'. 

Transcription and transliteration 

I have transcribed Persian seeking to respect both sound and script, and largely relied 
on MocIn's Dictionary for pronunciation. The short vowels have been rendered as <a>, 
<e>, and <o>, the long ones as <a>, <I>, and <Q>. <Ey> and <ow> have been used for the 
diphthongs. Consonants have been transliterated with these diacritical marks: c-5; ĉ -
s: E-fc E-c; t-h; £-& i-z; >z; ,>•§; o^-s; J=-z\ M ; &-V, £-c: è"fc 3"v/w-

Names of persons, places and concepts that have their own currency in Western 
literature and do not distort their object beyond recognition are the major exception. 
Thus, I refer to <Khomeyni> instead of <HomeynI>, <Tehran> instead of < Tehran) and 
<Sufi> instead of isüfi>. Publications by Iranians in European languages that employ 
alternative transliterations (<gh> is often used for J) have been rendered in their 
versions, thus: <Tabandeh> and <Hazeghi> instead of <Tabande> and <HazeqI>. 
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